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Abstract
The expression of the TGF-β protein Nodal on the left side of vertebrate em-
bryos is a determining event in the development of internal-organ asymmetry.
We present a mathematical model for the control of the expression of Nodal
and its antagonist Lefty consisting entirely of realistic elementary reactions.
We analyze the model in the absence of Lefty and find a wide range of pa-
rameters over which bistability (two stable steady states) is observed, with
one stable steady state a low-Nodal state corresponding to the right-hand
developmental fate, and the other a high-Nodal state corresponding to the
left. We find that bistability requires a transcription factor containing two
molecules of phosphorylated Smad2. A numerical survey of the full model,
including Lefty, shows the effects of Lefty on the potential for bistability, and
on the conditions that lead to the system reaching one or the other steady
state.
Keywords: Development, Asymmetry, Mouse, Nodal, Lefty, Mathematical
model
1. Introduction1
The development of a left-right axis is a critical event in the development2
of bilaterians (Marcellini, 2006). Specification of the left-right axis is neces-3
sary to the proper development of internal organs, which are asymmetrically4
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distributed within the body cavity (Ramsdell and Yost, 1998). The specifi-5
cation of the left-right axis is a hierarchical process that can be thought of6
as having four major stages: (i) the initial symmetry-breaking event, (ii) the7
generation of an asymmetric signal, (iii) the amplification of this signal, and8
finally (iv) asymmetric organogenesis. The initial symmetry breaking is,9
at this time, poorly understood, but likely involves some very basic cellular10
events such as cytoskeletal reorganization following fertilization (Vandenberg11
and Levin, 2013). In many organisms, the generation of an asymmetric sig-12
nal is widely believed to be due to a leftward flow generated by rotating cilia13
in the embryonic node (Nakamura and Hamada, 2012; Spe´der et al., 2007),14
although this is still controversial (Vandenberg and Levin, 2013). Amplifica-15
tion of the signal involves a reaction-diffusion system whose key components16
are the left-determinant protein Nodal and its antagonist Lefty (Nakamura17
et al., 2006). The Nodal concentration is then read out by proteins such as18
Pitx2 to generate asymmetric organ development (Shiratori and Hamada,19
2006).20
This contribution focuses on the third step of this hierarchy, namely the21
amplification of the signal by a feedback loop involving the proteins Nodal22
and Lefty (Hamada et al., 2001) [or their orthologs (Schier, 2003)]. Despite23
the wealth of biochemical details available on this system, there has been24
relatively little modeling work to integrate these details and thus gain an25
overall understanding of the functioning of the biochemical network underly-26
ing the development of left-right asymmetry. Nakamura et al. (2006) studied27
a simple phenomenological model not based on detailed biochemistry. While28
this model yielded a great deal of insight into the potential for patterning29
based on the Turing mechanism (Turing, 1952), the lack of biochemical de-30
tail prevents us from drawing any firm conclusions about the in vivo system.31
Middleton et al. (2013) have studied a model that is in many ways similar32
to ours, arguing that “wave pinning” (a spreading wave of a particular de-33
velopmental state that fails to propagate beyond a certain point) is a more34
likely mechanism for the amplification of the left-right asymmetry than Tur-35
ing patterning. However, their model includes a Hill function to describe the36
kinetics of gene expression. Hill functions, because of their sigmoidal shape,37
often lead to nontrivial dynamics, particularly for larger values of the Hill38
coefficient, so the question naturally arises as to whether the results are an39
artifact of the Hill activation kinetics.40
One objective of this paper is to generate a model that contains a reason-41
able level of biochemical detail expressed fully in terms of realistic chemical42
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reactions, avoiding empirical rate laws such as Michaelis-Menten or Hill func-43
tions. Except in very simple cases, an empirical rate law raises the question44
of how such a rate law might have arisen. By choosing reactions that are45
supported by the experimental evidence, if sometimes in simplified form, we46
avoid a model whose behavior is dependent on a particular assumed rate law.47
Another advantage is that we can deploy powerful tools developed to analyze48
models in mass-action form.49
In this paper, we focus on the behavior of a single cell, leaving spatio-50
temporal behavior to a later paper. Lewis et al. (1977) argued long ago that51
developmental events are likely determined either by bistable kinetics, with52
two stable steady states representing different developmental fates, or by53
bifurcations changing the qualitative pattern of gene expression. In a system54
in which we observe two distinct gene expression patterns, one associated55
with the left-hand fate, and one with the right, bistability is certainly an56
attractive hypothesis. Bistable systems are often capable of sustaining wave57
activity, i.e. of causing a particular state to spread (Rinzel and Terman, 1982).58
All that is then needed is a mechanism to stop the wave, of which several59
have been investigated (Keener, 1987; Matthies and Wayne, 2006; Mori et al.,60
2008). Furthermore, the necessary structural requirements on a chemical61
network to allow Turing bifurcations coincide with those for oscillations or62
bistability in a spatially homogeneous model (Mincheva and Roussel, 2006,63
2007). Bistable kinetics thus allows for multiple mechanisms of patterning.64
An understanding of the cell-autonomous behavior therefore sets up later65
studies of the spatio-temporal behavior.66
The plan of the paper is as follows: In section 2, we describe our model.67
Throughout this section, we emphasize known biochemical reactions or, at68
the very least, reactions supported by some amount of experimental evi-69
dence. Although the biochemistry is very similar in all vertebrates, we focus70
on observations in mice whenever possible. Prior to presenting our analysis,71
we briefly introduce some ideas and terminology from nonlinear dynamics in72
section 3.1 for those readers not familiar with this field. Section 3.2 describes73
graph-theoretical methods we later use for qualitative stability analysis. Sec-74
tion 4 presents an analysis of a minimal bistable subnetwork involving Nodal75
only. We note the intriguing recent observation that feedback from Lefty76
is not necessary for appropriate left-right development in zebrafish (Rogers77
et al., 2017), which partially motivates this study. In section 5, we carry out78
a study of the full model, emphasizing the effect of Lefty-related reactions on79
the qualitative behavior of the model, as well as quantitative effects on the80
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set of initial conditions that allow a cell to reach a desired steady state. We81
also find that the Nodal-Lefty network admits oscillatory solutions. Finally,82
in section 6, we offer some closing observations and conclusions.83
2. The Model84
The biochemical network that amplifies the initial asymmetric signal is85
similar, but not identical, across species (Capdevila et al., 2000; Nakamura86
and Hamada, 2012). For the purposes of this model, we have emphasized87
biochemical studies in mice, the most heavily studied mammalian model88
organism.89
Figure 1 illustrates the key features of the model we are exploring. At90
the cellular level, externally circulating Nodal induces the production of both91
Nodal itself and its inhibitor Lefty by binding to TGF-β receptors at the cell92
surface (Hamada et al., 2001). The binding of Nodal to the receptor promotes93
the phosphorylation of Smad2, which dimerizes with itself, and then forms a94
complex with Smad4 (Massague´ et al., 2005; Hill, 2016). This heterotrimer95
is part of a transcription factor that activates the transcription of the nodal96
and lefty genes. Lefty inhibits Nodal signaling both by competition for the97
cell-surface receptor and by uncompetitive binding to the Nodal-receptor98
complex (Ulloa and Tabibzadeh, 2001).99
2.1. Ligand-receptor kinetics100
Nodal assembles a complex that includes type I and type II TGF-β re-101
ceptors (Acvr1b, and Acvr2a or 2b) (Massague´ et al., 2005; Shen, 2007; Ross102
and Hill, 2008; Hill, 2016) at the cell surface with the assistance of the co-103
receptor Cripto (Reissmann et al., 2001; Sakuma et al., 2002). For simplicity,104
we model this as a single binding event to a receptor R that activates the105
latter’s kinase activity. This will be a reasonable approximation to the more106
complex interplay between Nodal, Cripto and the TGF-β receptors provided107
the assembly process has a single rate-determining step.108
Ne + R
k1−−⇀↽−
k−1
RA. (1)
In this reaction, Ne represents extracellular Nodal, and RA is the activated109
receptor.110
In mammals, there are two Lefty proteins, called Lefty1 and Lefty2 in111
mice (Hamada et al., 2001). The two Lefties have identical antagonistic112
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Figure 1: Major biochemical interactions included in the model. Extracellular Nodal (Ne)
binds to the Acvr1b/Acvr2b receptor complex (R) on the surface of the cell. The Nodal-
receptor complex (RA) is a kinase that phosphorylates Smad2. Phosphorylated Smad2
proteins dimerize and combine with Smad4 to create a transcription factor that binds to
the promoter sites of both Nodal and Lefty genes to activate their transcription. In this
figure, G represents one of the Nodal or Lefty gene promoters, and A a promoter activated
by the transcription factor. Extracellular Lefty (Le) competes with Nodal for receptor
binding sites, forming an inactive complex (RX). Uncompetitive binding of intracellular
Lefty (Li) to the Nodal-bound receptor also results in an inactive complex (RL).
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effects on Nodal signaling (Shiratori and Hamada, 2014). However, their ex-113
pression is differently regulated and they have different developmental roles114
(Meno et al., 1998; Juan and Hamada, 2001). We focus here on Lefty2, which115
is involved in a feedback loop with Nodal (Meno et al., 1999) to determine116
the left side of the embryo (Hamada et al., 2001). Accordingly, we use the117
terms Lefty and Lefty2 interchangeably. Extracellular Lefty2 (Le) binds com-118
petitively to the receptor, inhibiting Nodal activation of the transcription of119
both Nodal and Lefty2 (Meno et al., 1999; Sakuma et al., 2002; Cheng et al.,120
2004; Chen and Shen, 2004; Shiratori and Hamada, 2014).121
Le + R
k2−−⇀↽−
k−2
RX, (2)
where RX is an inactive receptor complex. We note that this is not a fully122
biochemically realistic description of the inhibition mechanism, which likely123
involves binding of Lefty to the coreceptor Cripto (Cheng et al., 2004; Chen124
and Shen, 2004). However, the essence of the interaction, competitive inhibi-125
tion of Nodal signaling by Lefty, is preserved in this simplified representation.126
The cytoplasmic receptor-activated Smads (R-Smads), Smad2 and Smad3,127
have both similar and divergent roles in development (Alvarez and Serra,128
2004; Brown et al., 2007). They are both phosphorylated by the Nodal-129
activated receptors (Souchelnytskyi et al., 1997; Schier, 2009) and are thought130
to be interchangeable in the development of left-right asymmetry. We there-131
fore consider a single R-Smad, which we denote Smad2 for simplicity. Acti-132
vation of Smad2 by phosphorylation is an essential step in the transduction133
of the Nodal signal (Souchelnytskyi et al., 1997; Besser, 2004; Ross and Hill,134
2008). Smad3 has been shown to be phosphorylated at the cell surface (Li135
et al., 2016), and we assume this is the case for both R-Smads. Following136
Middleton et al. (2013), we ignore any steps required to recharge the receptor137
with phosphate and assume that it behaves like a simple Michaelian enzyme:138
RA + Smad2
k3−−⇀↽−
k−3
RAS2, (3)
139
RAS2
k4−→ PSmad2 + RA, (4)
where RAS2 is the enzyme-substrate complex, and PSmad2 is the phospho-140
rylated R-Smad.141
In vivo, dephosphorylation of Smad2 plays a key role in the nucleocy-142
toplasmic shuttling of this species (Massague´ et al., 2005; Schmierer et al.,143
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2008). We do not explicitly consider the compartmentalization of the cell144
in our model, but discovered in the course of studying the model’s behavior145
that including dephosphorylation of Smad2,146
PSmad2
k5−→ Smad2, (5)
was essential to the structural stability of the model. (See section 3.1 for a147
definition of structural stability and section 4.1 for the calculations leading148
to this conclusion.)149
Nodal trafficking likely involves two routes for internalization, one coupled150
to signaling and one leading to degradation (Constam, 2009; Schier, 2009).151
Internalized Nodal may consist of two distinct pools, one of which may be152
excreted (Constam, 2009), although some evidence suggests that this process153
is irreversible (Le Good et al., 2005). These processes are beyond the scope154
of the current model, which focuses on Nodal signal transduction and its in-155
hibition by Lefty. Accordingly, we consider a single reversible internalization156
process for each of Nodal and Lefty.157
Ne
k6−−⇀↽−
k−6
Ni, (6)
158
Le
k7−−⇀↽−
k−7
Li, (7)
where the subscripts ‘i’ indicate the internalized species.159
In addition to direct competition for the receptor by extracellular Lefty160
[reaction (2)], Lefty inhibits phosphorylation of Smad2 downstream of recep-161
tor activation by extracellular Nodal [reaction (1)] (Ulloa and Tabibzadeh,162
2001). For simplicity, we assume here uncompetitive inhibition (binding of163
Li exclusively to the activated receptor RA), although noncompetitive inhi-164
bition (binding to any state of the receptor) would also be consistent with165
the experimental observations of Ulloa and Tabibzadeh (2001).166
RA + Li
k8−−⇀↽−
k−8
RL. (8)
Here, RL represents another inactive form of the receptor.167
2.2. Transcriptional control168
The phosphorylated R-Smads form homodimers (Hill, 2016):169
2 PSmad2
k9−−⇀↽−
k−9
(PSmad2)2. (9)
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Some evidence suggests that the Smad2 transcription factor complex con-170
sists of two phosphorylated Smad2 units with one unit of the Smad4 cofactor171
(Inman and Hill, 2002). We assume that this complex is assembled from the172
PSmad2 dimers, although other assembly pathways are possible, and may173
operate instead of or in parallel with this one. (A qualitative analysis (not174
shown) suggests that the dynamics are not sensitive to this order.) Assem-175
bled in the cytoplasm, the Smad ternary complex travels to the nucleus where176
it remains (Schmierer et al., 2008). The Smad complex associates with addi-177
tional factors not considered explicitly in this model (e.g. FoxH1) to form a178
transcription factor, TF (Massague´ et al., 2005; Hill, 2016). We summarize179
these processes with the single, highly simplified reaction180
(PSmad2)2 + Smad4
k10−−→ TF. (10)
We note briefly that the stoichiometry of the PSmad3-Smad4 transcrip-181
tion factor complex may be 1:1 (Inman and Hill, 2002). We do not consider182
the possibility that Smad2 and Smad3 provide alternative transcriptional ac-183
tivation pathways with complexes of differing stoichiometries, although we184
do examine the dynamical consequences of reducing the stoichiometry of the185
phosphorylated R-Smad in the transcription factor to one unit in section 4.2.186
Dephosphorylation of Smad2 within the complex results in its dissassem-187
bly. The component parts are then exported to the cytoplasm. Again, for188
simplicity, we represent this complex process by the single reaction189
TF
k11−−→ 2 Smad2 + Smad4. (11)
The transcription factor activates both the nodal (GN) and lefty (GL)190
genes. The activated genes are denoted, respectively, AN and AL. Thus, the191
activation process for the nodal gene can be written192
TF + GN
k12−−⇀↽ −
k−12
AN. (12)
Nodal is initially synthesized as a preprotein, which is cleaved to the fully193
active form as it is exported from the cell (Blanchet et al., 2008; Tessadori194
et al., 2015). Moreover, the mature Nodal proteins form homodimers. We195
combine these processes into a single effective reaction producing (implicitly)196
dimeric extracellular Nodal:197
AN
k13−−→ AN + Ne. (13)
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If we only include the reactions above, in the absence of Nodal signaling,198
there is a steady state with zero concentrations of Nodal and Lefty. This is199
probably not realistic as there is always some level of leaky gene expression,200
captured by the following reaction:201
GN
k14−−→ GN + Ne. (14)
In a similar fashion, the transcription factor binds to and activates the202
lefty gene:203
TF + GL
k15−−⇀↽ −
k−15
AL. (15)
Lefty is similarly synthesized as a preprotein, which is then processed into204
an active form (Meno et al., 1996; Ulloa et al., 2001). By analogy to Nodal,205
and lacking information to the contrary, we assume that Lefty is processed206
and exported concurrently, leading to the overall synthesis process207
AL
k16−−→ AL + Le. (16)
We again include the possibility of leaky gene expression:208
GL
k17−−→ GL + Le. (17)
2.3. Protein degradation209
Lefty and Nodal undergo extracellular degradation (Mu¨ller et al., 2012):210
Ne
k18−−→ ∅, (18)
211
Le
k19−−→ ∅. (19)
Although internalized Nodal does not appear to have a specific role in212
Nodal signaling, it is known to be rapidly degraded (Le Good et al., 2005;213
Constam, 2009). Accordingly, internalization acts as a sink for Nodal and is214
included in the model for this reason.215
Ni
k20−−→ ∅. (20)
Since both Nodal and Lefty are members of the TGF-β family, we assume216
that they have similar degradation kinetics once internalized:217
Li
k21−−→ ∅ (21)
Table 1 provides a full list of the species appearing in the model.218
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Table 1: Chemical species appearing in the model
Symbol Meaning
Ne Extracellular Nodal
Ni Intracellular Nodal
Le Extracellular Lefty
Li Intracellular Lefty
R Free receptor
RA Receptor activated by Nodal binding
RAS2 Enzyme-substrate complex in phosphorylation of Smad2
by RA
RX Receptor inactivated by binding of extracellular Lefty
RL Inactive receptor bound to extracellular Nodal and to in-
tracellular Lefty
Smad2 Lumped species representing the R-Smads Smad2 and
Smad3
PSmad2 Phosphorylated Smad2/3
(Psmad2)2 PSmad2 dimer
Smad4 Co-Smad Smad4
TF Transcription factor
GN Bare nodal gene promoter
AN nodal promoter activated by TF binding
GL Bare lefty gene promoter
AL lefty promoter activated by TF binding
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3. Mathematical background219
3.1. Terminology from nonlinear dynamics220
For readers less familiar with the techniques of nonlinear dynamics, we221
present here a brief introduction to some of the relevant ideas, which should222
be sufficient to follow the arguments presented in subsequent sections of223
this paper. Many excellent textbooks cover this material in greater depth,224
including Glass and Mackey (1988), Goldbeter (1996), Murray (2002) and225
Strogatz (1994), to name just a few.226
The set of independent variables (concentrations of chemical species, de-227
noted here by xi) in a model define a phase space. The time evolution of a228
system can be thought of as a trajectory in phase space.229
For sufficiently small displacements from a steady state (equilibrium point),230
the rate equations can be approximated by linear differential equations. The231
solutions of linear differential equations are superpositions of exponential232
terms eλit. The λi are known as eigenvalues because of their connection to233
a matrix eigenvalue problem. If the real parts of the eigenvalues at a given234
steady state are all negative, then that steady state is locally stable, i.e.235
trajectories started from nearby points in phase space will be attracted to236
the steady state. On the other hand, if any of the eigenvalues has a positive237
real part, then the steady state is locally unstable, and trajectories started238
nearby will eventually escape the neighborhood of this steady state. If all the239
eigenvalues are real and of the same sign, then the steady state is a node,240
which may be stable or unstable. If there is at least one pair of complex241
eigenvalues, especially if those eigenvalues are those with the smallest real242
parts, corresponding to the slowest mode of motion in the linearized picture,243
the steady state is a focus, and we can again have stable or unstable foci. A244
steady state with both positive and negative eigenvalues is called a saddle245
point.246
When there is more than one stable steady state, each has its own basin247
of attraction, a region of phase space within which the system evolves248
toward the steady state it contains.249
Negative eigenvalues are associated with directions (eigenvectors) along250
which the steady state is approached. A trajectory (or set of trajectories)251
that enters the steady state along one of these stable directions is called252
a stable manifold. Similarly, positive eigenvalues are associated with re-253
pelling directions. A trajectory that leaves a steady state along one of these254
directions is an unstable manifold.255
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A trajectory that connects an unstable steady state to itself is called256
a homoclinic orbit. A homoclinic orbit leaves the steady state along its257
unstable manifold, and reenters along the stable manifold. A trajectory258
that connects an unstable steady state to another steady state is called a259
heteroclinic orbit. A heteroclinic orbit leaves one steady state along its260
unstable manifold, and enters the other along its stable manifold.261
The eigenvalues are solutions of a characteristic polynomial, which262
can be written in the form263
λr + c1λ
r−1 + . . .+ cr−1λ+ cr = 0. (22)
The coefficients ci depend on the parameters of the model. In the case where264
a model has multiple steady states for a given set of parameters, each steady265
state will have its own characteristic polynomial. For a (bio)chemical system,266
r is the rank of the stoichiometry matrix. In writing Eq. (22), we have as-267
sumed that any available conservation relations (e.g. enzyme conservation, or268
conservation of gene promoters) have been used to eliminate a corresponding269
number of variables. For a (bio)chemical system, r is then both the num-270
ber of independent differential equations, and the rank of the stoichiometric271
matrix. If the available conservation relations are not used, then an extra272
factor of λn can be removed from the characteristic polynomial, where n is273
the number of conservation relations, leaving us once again with Eq. (22).274
A bifurcation is a qualitative change in the solutions of a set of dif-275
ferential equations when we change (in the simplest case) one parameter of276
the model. In a saddle-node bifurcation, a stable and an unstable steady277
state collide and are annihilated. A transcritical bifurcation also involves278
a collision between a stable and an unstable steady state, but in this case, the279
two steady states pass through each other, exchanging stability as they do280
so. Both saddle-node and transcritical bifurcations occur when the constant281
term of the characteristic polynomial, cr, passes through zero.282
Complex eigenvalues come in complex-conjugate pairs and correspond283
to oscillatory modes. An Andronov-Hopf bifurcation (frequently known284
simply as a Hopf bifurcation) involves a change in sign of the real part of a285
complex-conjugate pair of eigenvalues. In the simplest case (a supercritical286
Andronov-Hopf bifurcation), a steady state loses stability when the real parts287
of a complex-conjugate pair become positive and a stable oscillatory solution288
known as a (stable) limit cycle is born in the process. In a subcritical289
Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, an unstable limit cycle shrinks down around a290
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stable steady state, causing the steady state to lose stability when the radius291
of the limit cycle shrinks to zero.292
A more subtle type of bifurcation involves a collision of a limit cycle with a293
saddle point, known as a homoclinic bifurcation, leading to disappearance294
of the limit cycle (Hale and Koc¸ak, 1991). At the parameter value where the295
collision occurs, the limit cycle becomes a homoclinic orbit of the saddle296
point. Because the saddle point is an equilibrium point and the rates of297
change of the variables are small in the vicinity of this point, the period298
diverges to infinity as the limit cycle approaches the saddle point, which is299
diagnostic of a homoclinic bifurcation.300
Because no model ever includes all possible reactions and chemical species,301
the behavior of a useful model should be robust to the addition of “small”302
terms to the rate equations, at least within some class of small terms that is303
relevant to the system being studied (Andronov and Pontrjagin, 1937). This304
property is called structural stability (Thom, 1975).305
3.2. Graph-theoretical analysis306
For a large model such as the one studied here, a full analytic study of the307
characteristic polynomial is rarely possible. However, qualitative methods308
based on an analysis of the structure of the model, abstracted from particular309
parameter values, can yield insights complementary to those obtained from310
numerical methods. Qualitative methods have a long history (Quirk and311
Ruppert, 1965; Feinberg, 1987; Thomas and Kaufman, 2001). Here we will312
use a method first developed by Ivanova (1979) based on some earlier work of313
Clarke (1974). Additional details on the use of this method are available from314
Ermakov and Goldstein (2002), Ermakov (2003), Goldstein et al. (2004), and315
Mincheva and Roussel (2007).316
In Ivanova’s method, a mass-action reaction mechanism is first repre-317
sented as a bipartite graph, with one set of vertices representing chemical318
species (Si), and the other reactions (Ri). The graph is constructed by draw-319
ing arrows from reactant species to reaction vertices, and from reactions to320
product species. For example, the following is the bipartite graph of reac-321
tion (1):322
1
kR
RA
k
−1
eN
323
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The two types of vertices are represented by different shapes, here circles for324
species and squares for reactions, the latter represented by their respective325
rate constants. The two directions of a reversible reaction are treated as326
different reactions, as shown above. The weight of an arrow is the corre-327
sponding stoichiometric coefficient. Implicitly, all arrows have a weight of 1328
unless otherwise shown by placing the weight over the arrow. The bipartite329
graph of the entire mechanism is drawn as a basis for the subsequent analysis.330
A subgraph consists of a set of mutually disjoint edges and cycles. An331
edge, denoted [Si,Rj], is a reactant (not product) vertex connected by an332
arrow to a reaction vertex. A cycle can be constructed of two kinds of paths333
from a species vertex through a reaction vertex to another species vertex:334
A positive path, denoted [Si,Rj, Sk] starts at a reactant, goes through a335
reaction, and ends at a product of the reaction. A negative path, [Si,Rj, Sk]336
starts at a reactant, goes through a reaction, and then follows an arrow337
backwards to a different reactant of the same reaction. A fragment is the338
set of all subgraphs that can be made from a common set of species and339
reaction vertices. The number of species vertices in a fragment is its order.340
The connection to stability analysis is that a fragment of order k corresponds341
to a term in the coefficient ck of the characteristic polynomial. Moreover, the342
coefficient of the corresponding term can be calculated from the structure of343
the fragment as follows: Each cycle C has a coefficient344
KC =
∏
[Si,Rj ,Sk]∈C
(−αjiαjk)
∏
[Si,Rj ,Sk]
αjiβjk, (23)
where αji is the stoichiometric coefficient of reactant i in reaction j (weight of345
the arrow from Si to Rj), and βjk is the stoichiometric coefficient of product346
k in reaction j (again, the weight of the corresponding arrow in the bipartite347
graph). Each subgraph G has a coefficient348
KG = (−1)tG
∏
[Si,Rj ]∈G
α2ji
∏
C∈G
KC , (24)
where tG is the number of cycles in the subgraph. Finally, if we denote a349
fragment by Sk, where k is the order of the fragment, then the coefficient of350
a fragment, which coincides with a coefficient of the corresponding term in351
the characteristic polynomial, is given by352
KSk =
∑
G∈Sk
KG. (25)
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A critical fragment is a fragment with a negative coefficient. Software353
for critical fragment identification is available (Walther et al., 2014). The354
importance of a critical fragment is clear for bistability: A saddle-node bi-355
furcation occurs when the constant term in the characteristic polynomial,356
cr, is zero. If all the terms in cr are positive, then it is impossible to have357
a saddle-node bifurcation. Conversely, a critical fragment of order r is a358
necessary condition for the existence of a saddle-node bifurcation. This con-359
dition is not sufficient, but in our experience, it is unusual not to be able to360
find parameters resulting in bistability in a model with a critical fragment of361
order r.362
For the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, the situation is more delicate. Sup-363
pose that, for some set of parameters P1 and for one particular steady state,364
all of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial are positive, and that365
moreover this steady state is stable, i.e. all of the eigenvalues have negative366
real parts. It is known that if, through a change in the parameters to a sec-367
ond set P2, one of the ck can be made negative for any k < r, then the steady368
state will be unstable (Ivanova and Tarnopol’skii, 1979). It follows that an369
instability, as it turns out of the Andronov-Hopf type, will set in for some370
parameter values between P1 and P2. Starting from a characteristic poly-371
nomial with all positive coefficients, since one of the coefficients has become372
negative at P2, this means that this coefficient needs to decrease to reach the373
Andronov-Hopf bifurcation. Accordingly, we again need a negative term, this374
time in ck, in order for it to be possible to reach the bifurcation. A negative375
term in ck occurs only if there is a critical fragment of order k. Then it may376
be possible to adjust the parameters in such a way as to make this nega-377
tive term sufficiently large to reach the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation. Again,378
the existence of a critical fragment is necessary but not sufficient, but also379
our experience shows that it is generally possible to find an Andronov-Hopf380
bifurcation in models possessed of a critical fragment of order k < r.381
4. Nodal-only model382
The autocatalytic Nodal subsystem, leaving out Lefty altogether, is able383
to generate bistability of itself, as has frequently been seen in systems with384
autocatalysis (Edelstein, 1970; Goldbeter, 1996; Mackey et al., 2016). More-385
over, a recent experimental study in zebrafish suggests that Lefty may not386
be required for patterning, and may instead play a role in modulating the387
concentration of Nodal (Rogers et al., 2017). That being the case, we initially388
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focus on a (roughly) minimal bistable system, which consists of reactions (1),389
(3)–(5), (9)–(13) and (18) with k−3 = k−9 = 0. The latter two rate constants390
were set to zero because doing so did not break any cycles in the model, and391
the structural stability of the model means that it will be possible to retain392
any given behavior when nonzero values are reintroduced. Understanding393
the basic circuitry leading to bistability will then help us understand the394
potential role of Lefty.395
4.1. Core bistable model396
The inclusion in the model of interactions at gene promoters [reactions397
(12) and, in the full model, (15)] means that we should, in principle use a398
Markov model to treat these interactions, given the small copy numbers of399
the relevant genes (two for each gene in a diploid cell). This would introduce400
a random element in the model. Given that this is a new model, we want to401
focus on the dynamics of the system, from which a great deal can be learned,402
and avoid stochastic effects, as interesting as those may prove to be in the403
longer term. Accordingly, we use differential equations to model all of the404
concentrations. The reaction rate terms involving low-abundance species, in405
particular the genes, should therefore be thought of as mean-field terms, i.e.406
averages over a large ensemble of cells. Thus, we could think of this model as407
one that could describe directly in vitro experiments with cultured cells, all408
of which receive the same treatment. Moreover, the rate constants appearing409
in the model are ordinary mass-action rate constants that could be measured410
in bulk biochemical experiments using purified components.411
Using the law of mass action, we derive the following equations governing
the core bistable Nodal subsystem:
d[Ne]
dt
= −k1[Ne][R] + k−1[RA] + k13[AN]− k18[Ne], (26)
d[RA]
dt
= k1[R][Ne]− k−1[RA]− k3[RA][Smad2] + k4[RAS2], (27)
d[RAS2]
dt
= k3[RA][Smad2]− k4[RAS2], (28)
d[PSmad2]
dt
= k4[RAS2]− k5[PSmad2]− 2k9[PSmad2]2, (29)
d[(PSmad2)2]
dt
= k9[PSmad2]
2 − k10[(PSmad2)2][Smad4], (30)
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d[TF]
dt
= k10[(PSmad2)2][Smad4]− k11[TF]
− k12[TF][GN] + k−12[AN],
(31)
d[AN]
dt
= k12[GN][TF]− k−12[AN]. (32)
Applying the law of mass action, it is easy to show that412
d[R]
dt
+
d[RA]
dt
+
d[RAS2]
dt
= 0
in the core model studied here. Accordingly, there is a conserved quantity413
RT , the total concentration of receptor,414
RT = [R] + [RA] + [RAS2],
from which [R] can be calculated given [RA] and [RAS2]. Proceeding similarly,
we obtain the set of algebraic equations
[R] = RT − [RA]− [RAS2], (33)
[Smad2] = S2 − [RAS2]− [PSmad2]− 2[(PSmad2)2]− 2[TF]− 2[AN], (34)
[Smad4] = S4 − [TF]− [AN], (35)
[GN] = GNT − [AN], (36)
respectively from the conservation relationships for the receptor, Smad2415
(S2 = total concentration of Smad2), Smad4 (S4 = total concentration of416
Smad4) and nodal gene dosage (GNT , the total concentration of the nodal417
gene). These algebraic equations close the system of equations (26) to (32).418
The system of equations (26) to (32) always has the trivial steady state419
[Ne] = [RA] = [RAS2] = [PSmad2] = [(PSmad2)2] = [TF] = [AN] = 0, as can420
easily be verified by substitution into the rate equations. All the coefficients421
of the characteristic polynomial evaluated at this steady state (not shown)422
are positive. Accordingly, this polynomial cannot have positive real roots423
(Briggs, 1985). Moreover, because this steady state is on the boundary of424
the physically realizable part of phase space, there cannot be oscillations425
around this steady state, i.e. the eigenvalues must be real. It follows that426
this steady state is stable.427
To our knowledge, none of the parameters required in this model are428
available in the literature. Accordingly, we treated all of our parameters as429
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dimensionless quantities, and focused our efforts on demonstrating that the430
model has the capacity to display various behaviors, in particular bistability.431
By numerical experimentation, it is easy to find values of the rate constants432
displaying bistability, i.e. the appearance of a nontrivial stable steady state433
alongside the trivial steady state. We were somewhat aided in this search434
by our work with a previous, much simpler model (Ghimire and Roussel,435
unpublished notes), which suggested a parameter regime that might display436
bistability. Moreover, the graphical analysis discussed below also suggested437
some key parameters whose values might be particularly important, as ex-438
plained later in this section.439
Figure 2 shows a bifurcation diagram, in this case depicting the steady440
states of the model as functions of k5. Note that there are two stable steady441
states (i.e. bistability) over the range 0 ≤ k5 . 2.072, namely the zero steady442
state, corresponding to the right-hand developmental fate, and a high-Nodal443
state corresponding to the left-hand fate. The upper stable and unstable444
branches meet at a saddle-node bifurcation near k5 = 2.072. For k5 larger445
than the saddle-node bifurcation value, only the trivial steady state survives.446
We also observe (in the inset of Fig. 2) a transcritical bifurcation at k5 = 0.447
Values of k5 < 0 are of course physically meaningless, but it is very difficult448
to differentiate saddle-node and transcritical bifurcations without looking at449
what happens to either side of the bifurcation. Here we see that the unstable450
branch of steady states approaching from the right just touches the trivial451
steady state at k5 = 0. For k5 < 0, the trivial steady state becomes unstable452
while the other steady state becomes stable. An exchange of stability is453
characteristic of a transcritical bifurcation, although this one is unusual in454
that the two branches of steady states are only tangent at k5 = 0 and do not455
cross each other.456
There are two pathways for returning PSmad2 to its unphosphorylated457
state, one by direct dephosphorylation of PSmad2 [reaction (5)], and one458
by the action of the nuclear phosphatase that results in dissociation of the459
transcription factor complex and re-export of Smad2 and Smad4 to the cy-460
toplasm, represented by the overall reaction (11). The latter is a simplified461
version of the known recycling pathway for Smad proteins (Schmierer et al.,462
2008), and is moreover required to conserve Smad2 and Smad4. Could we,463
however, drop reaction (5)? As it turns out, the answer is no. The character-464
istic polynomial at the trivial steady state (not shown) has a factor (λ+ k5),465
leading to an eigenvalue of −k5. If we eliminate reaction (5), i.e. set k5 = 0,466
the characteristic polynomial evaluated at the trivial steady state then has467
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Figure 2: Effect of k5 on the steady states of the core bistable Nodal model. The bifurcation
diagram in the main panel was computed using Xppaut (Ermentrout, 2002) as an interface
toAuto. All other bifurcation diagrams in this paper were computed using Xppaut unless
otherwise noted. The inset, which magnifies the region near k5 = 0, was computed using
the symbolic algebra system Maple. Solid lines represent stable steady states while dotted
lines represent unstable steady states. Colors are used to distinguish branches of steady
states, with corresponding branches colored identically in the two panels. Parameter
values: k1 = 1, k−1 = 1, k3 = 10, k4 = 1, k9 = 0.4, k10 = 0.1, k11 = 1, k12 = 10,
k−12 = 10, k13 = 40, k18 = 1, S2 = 15, S4 = 0.2, RT = 1 and GNT = 0.01.
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a zero eigenvalue, which is related to the transcritical bifurcation mentioned468
above. A steady state with a zero eigenvalue automatically makes the sys-469
tem structurally unstable (Andronov and Pontrjagin, 1937). In the context470
of this specific model, we find, by numerical integration from initial condi-471
tions near the trivial steady state, that the latter is unstable at k5 = 0, with472
all trajectories started from its vicinity ending up at the high-Nodal steady473
state (results not shown). Thus we have an unstable trivial steady state for474
k5 = 0, but this same steady state is stable for any k5 > 0, no matter how475
small. A model without reaction (5) is therefore structurally unstable with476
respect to this reaction.477
4.2. Dimerization of PSmad2 and bistability478
While all the reactions in the model are based on experimental observa-
tions, we have left out some relevant biochemistry for simplicity, such as the
involvement of FoxH1 in the transcription factor (Iratni et al., 2002). It may
then be asked whether the details we did include are strictly necessary. For
example, our (simplified) transcription factor consists of two equivalents of
PSmad2 and one of Smad4. Can we eliminate either the Smad2 dimerization
or the subsequent binding to Smad4 and still get bistability? To study the
role of PSmad2 dimerization, we replace reactions (9) to (11) by
ν PSmad2
k′9−→ Cν , (37)
Cν + Smad4
k′10−−→ TF, (38)
TF
k′11−−→ ν Smad2 + Smad4, (39)
where ν is a stoichiometric coefficient. If ν = 2, we recover our original479
model; note that C2 is just (PSmad2)2. Fractional values of ν have no di-480
rect molecular interpretation, but we are interested in approaching ν = 1,481
which corresponds to formation of a heterodimer of PSmad2 and Smad4,482
give or take the insertion of an extra step (conversion of PSmad2 to C1)483
compared to direct heterodimerization. Nevertheless, we should be able to484
determine the dynamical consequence of smoothly varying the stoichiometry485
of the transcription factor through this model variation.486
Replacing reactions (9) to (11) by (37) to (39) results in the replacement
of Eqs. (29) to (31) by the following:
d[PSmad2]
dt
= k4[RAS2]− k5[PSmad2]− νk′9[PSmad2]ν , (40)
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d[Cν ]
dt
= k′9[PSmad2]
ν − k′10[Cν ][Smad4], (41)
d[TF]
dt
= k′10[Cν ][Smad4]− k′11[TF]− k12[TF][GN] + k−12[AN]. (42)
Moreover, the conservation relation (34) is modified as follows:487
[Smad2] = S2 − [RAS2]− [PSmad2]− ν[Cν ]− ν[TF]− ν[AN]. (43)
For this model variation, the rank of the stoichiometric matrix r = 7488
since there are 11 concentrations, and four conservation relations. We can489
work out the characteristic polynomial for the model with variable ν. For490
ν > 1, all of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial (not shown) are491
positive at the trivial steady state, which is therefore unconditionally stable492
for positive values of the parameters. However, for ν = 1, the constant term493
of the characteristic polynomial evaluated at the trivial steady state becomes494
c7 = k4k
′
10S4 [k−1k
′
11k−12k18 (k5 + k
′
9)− k1k3k′9k12k13GNTRTS2] . (44)
This coefficient may pass through zero. However, the transversality condition495
of the saddle-node bifurcation (Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1990, Theorem496
3.4.1) is not satisfied, and the saddle-node bifurcation degenerates to a trans-497
critical bifurcation. To illustrate this scenario, we need to generate bifurca-498
tion diagrams for different values of ν, ideally using a parameter that the cell499
could modulate. There are several such parameters in Eq. (44): additional500
transcription factors not considered in this model could modulate the rate of501
binding of the transcription factor to the promoter (k12); the mean rate of502
gene expression from an active promoter (k13) could likewise be modulated503
by a number of cellular control mechanisms; the availability of active phos-504
phatases would affect both the decay of PSmad2 (k5) and the dissociation of505
the transcription factor (k11, k
′
11); modulating the rate of protein decay (k18)506
is a common control mechanism for cellular processes (Ciechanover et al.,507
2000); the display of receptors on the cell surface (RT ) can be controlled at508
a number of levels, from transcription to exocytosis; and the cellular level509
of Smad2 (S2) could also differ in cells executing different developmental510
programs. We arbitrarily choose to vary RT .511
Figure 3 shows the transition from saddle-node bifurcations of the upper512
(stable) and middle (unstable) steady states to a transcritical bifurcation as513
ν → 1. The saddle-node bifurcation becomes an increasingly sharp corner as514
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Figure 3: Transition from saddle-node bifurcations for ν > 1 to a transcritical bifurcation
at ν = 1. Note that for ν > 1, the trivial ([Ne] = 0) solution is always stable for positive
RT , and is not plotted here for clarity, so that there are two stable steady states to the
right of the saddle-node bifurcation, the trivial steady state being the only stable steady
state to the left of the bifurcation. For ν = 1 on the other hand, there is only one stable
steady state at any value of RT . For this figure, k1 = 10, k−1 = 1, k3 = 10, k4 = 1, k5 = 2,
k′9 = 0.4, k
′
10 = 0.1, k
′
11 = 1, k12 = 10, k−12 = 10, k13 = 40, k18 = 1, S2 = 15, S4 = 0.2
and GNT = 0.01.
ν → 1. For ν = 1, there are only two steady states, namely the trivial steady515
state and a single “high-Nodal” state. For the parameters of this figure, the516
transcritical bifurcation for ν = 1 occurs at RT = 0.01, as calculated by517
setting c7 from Eq. (44) equal to zero. Note that the replacement of the518
saddle-node bifurcation by a transcritical bifurcation means that bistability519
cannot be obtained in this model without the formation of PSmad2 dimers.520
There is a single critical fragment of order 7, with characteristic value521
KS7 = −ν, illustrated in Fig. 4. Note the correspondence between the re-522
actions in the critical fragment and the rate constants in the negative term523
in Eq. (44). In order for the constant term in the characteristic polynomial524
to pass through zero, which is required for the saddle-node bifurcation that525
generates bistability, this negative term must be sufficiently large. The struc-526
ture of the critical fragment informed us, at an early stage of this project,527
about the rate constants whose values, if made larger, might favor bistabil-528
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ity. This includes both the rate constants in the critical fragment itself, and529
those rate constants that tended to make the concentrations of the species in530
this fragment larger. Thus, the identification of critical fragments not only531
identifies the mechanistic features responsible for (in this case) bistability,532
but also directs the search of parameter space.533
Note that KS7 < 0 for any positive ν, including ν = 1. This leads534
to an interesting observation not heretofore discussed in the literature to535
our knowledge: A critical fragment of order r indicates the potential for536
a negative term in the constant term of the characteristic polynomial (cr),537
and therefore the potential for that term to pass through zero. However,538
the saddle-node is not the only type of bifurcation associated with cr =539
0; both transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations can also occur when this540
coefficient becomes zero, the latter two being degenerate forms of the saddle-541
node bifurcation (Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1990, section 3.4). Accordingly,542
a critical fragment is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for any of the543
three bifurcations in this class, saddle-node, transcritical, or pitchfork.544
4.3. Saturability and bistability545
Each of the components in this model subject to a conservation law could546
potentially be saturated. The question then arises whether saturation of cer-547
tain components (enzymes, transcription factors, gene promoter) is impor-548
tant to the bistable network.549
We can study whether Michaelis-Menten kinetics in the phosphorylation550
of Smad2 is important by replacing reactions (3) and (4) by551
RA + Smad2
k′3−→ RA + PSmad2. (45)
Other reactions are as in the core model, including the formation of the552
PSmad2 dimer. Eliminating the saturable kinetics of RA reduces the rank553
of the model to 6. The model retains one critical fragment of order 6 with554
KS6 = −2, illustrated in Fig. 5. Thus, the network is still compatible with555
bistability, and we have confirmed numerically that bistability is observed556
with this simplification (results not shown).557
Looking at Eqs. (23) to (25), we see that the key factors that determine558
whether or not a fragment will be critical are any stoichiometric coefficients559
greater than 1, the number of cycles in a fragment, and whether these cycles560
contain an odd or even number of negative paths. If a model has a critical561
fragment, then model simplifications that preserve these attributes will retain562
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Figure 4: Critical fragment for the model with variable PSmad2 stoichiometry [Eqs. (26)
to (28), (32), (33), (35), (36) and (40) to (43)]. Reactions are labeled by the corresponding
rate constant. The edges are weighted by the corresponding stoichiometric coefficients,
typically 1 and not explicitly noted, with the exception of the PSmad2→ k′9 edge, which
has weight ν.
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Figure 5: Critical fragment for the model in which saturable phosphorylation of Smad2 has
been replaced by the bimolecular approximation (45). Note that we use C2 as a shorthand
for (PSmad2)2.
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a critical fragment. The graphical analysis therefore directly suggests model563
simplifications, notably the shortening of cycles. The graphical analysis can564
also be used to determine that some model additions would not compromise565
model behavior, in this case bistability.566
Examining Figs. 4 and 5, we see that the structure of the critical frag-567
ment is unaffected by binding to Smad4 (reactions associated with k10 or568
k′10). We could thus remove the corresponding reaction and intermediate,569
i.e. have (PSmad2)2 function as the transcription factor directly. Conversely,570
we could add in binding of the (PSmad2)2 · Smad4 heterotrimer to FoxH1571
to form the active transcription factor without changing the structure of the572
critical fragment. From these observations and our prior observations on573
the stoichiometry with respect to PSmad2, it follows that the key source574
of nonlinearity for bistability is the formation of the PSmad2 dimer, and575
not saturable binding to additional factors (Smad4, FoxH1) in forming the576
transcription factor.577
There remains to examine saturability at the gene promoter as a po-578
tentially important nonlinearity. We can deal with this analogously to the579
saturability of the kinase RA by replacing Eqs. (12) and (13) by580
TF
k′13−−→ TF + Ne. (46)
If we do this, we again maintain bistability, but numerically we find that581
the basin of attraction of the trivial steady state becomes very small in the582
parameter range we have been considering (results not shown). This is not583
surprising given the linear increase in the rate of synthesis of Nodal with [TF]584
in (46). We can compensate by decreasing k′13, but it is clear that saturable585
binding to the promoter is important from a quantitative perspective, even586
if it is qualitatively dispensable.587
Taking all of these results together, we find that in this particular model,588
saturability turns out not to be a key issue for bistability, although it may be589
important for determining the basins of attraction of the two stable steady590
states.591
5. The complete Nodal-Lefty model592
We now turn to the complete Nodal-Lefty model described in section 2.593
As seen above, the Nodal subsystem is, of itself, capable of bistability. From594
the point of view of allowing for left (high Nodal) and right (low Nodal)595
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cell states, Lefty is therefore unnecessary. Lefty might play a role in the596
spatio-temporal development of the Nodal distribution, as suggested by Tur-597
ing (Nakamura et al., 2006) and wave-propagation failure models (Middleton598
et al., 2013). Another possibility, suggested by the recent experiments of599
Rogers et al. (2017), is that Lefty modulates the expression of Nodal, but600
doesn’t have a specific role in pattern formation. We will leave a study of601
the spatio-temporal behavior of this model to a later paper and focus here602
on understanding the cell-autonomous response of the model to Nodal and603
Lefty.604
5.1. Rate equations605
The following rate equations are obtained by applying the law of mass
action to the reactions presented in section 2:
d[Ne]
dt
= −k1[Ne][R] + k−1[RA]− k6[Ne] + k−6[Ni]
+ k13[AN] + k14[GN]− k18[Ne],
(47)
d[Ni]
dt
= k6[Ne]− k−6[Ni]− k20[Ni], (48)
d[Le]
dt
= −k2[Le][R] + k−2[RX]− k7[Le] + k−7[Li]
+ k16[AL] + k17[GL]− k19[Le],
(49)
d[Li]
dt
= k7[Le]− k−7[Li]− k8[RA][Li] + k−8[RL]− k21[Li], (50)
d[RA]
dt
= k1[R][Ne]− k−1[RA]− k3[RA][Smad2]
+ (k−3 + k4)[RAS2]− k8[RA][Li] + k−8[RL],
(51)
d[RAS2]
dt
= k3[RA][Smad2]− (k−3 + k4)[RAS2], (52)
d[RX]
dt
= k2[Le][R]− k−2RX, (53)
d[RL]
dt
= k8[RA][Li]− k−8[RL], (54)
d[PSmad2]
dt
= k4[RAS2]− k5[PSmad2]
− 2k9[PSmad2]2 + 2k−9[(PSmad2)2],
(55)
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d[(PSmad2)2]
dt
= k9[PSmad2]
2 − k−9[(PSmad2)2]
− k10[(PSmad2)2][Smad4],
(56)
d[TF]
dt
= k10[(PSmad2)2][Smad4]− k11[TF]− k12[TF][GN]
+ k−12[AN]− k15[TF][GL] + k−15[AL],
(57)
d[AN]
dt
= k12[GN][TF]− k−12[AN], (58)
d[AL]
dt
= k15[GL][TF]− k−15[AL]. (59)
The following conservation relations are easily shown to arise from the
mechanism:
RT = [R] + [RA] + [RAS2] + [RX] + [RL], (60)
S2 = [Smad2] + [RAS2] + [PSmad2] + 2[(PSmad2)2] + 2[TF]
+ 2[AN] + 2[AL],
(61)
S4 = [Smad4] + [TF] + [AN] + [AL], (62)
GNT = [GN] + [AN], (63)
GLT = [GL] + [AL]. (64)
In these equations, RT is the total receptor concentration, S2 is the total606
Smad2 concentration, S4 is the total Smad4 concentration, GNT is the nodal607
gene dosage, and GLT is the lefty gene dosage. These equations are used,608
respectively, to calculate the concentrations of Smad2, Smad4, R, GN and609
GL needed to close the system of equations (47) to (59).610
5.2. Stability and basin of attraction of the low-Nodal steady state611
As for the core bistable model, the full set of differential equations has a612
trivial (zero) steady state when leaky gene expression is excluded, i.e. when613
k14 = k17 = 0. We can evaluate the characteristic polynomial at the trivial614
steady state (not shown), and we find that all of the coefficients of this615
polynomial are positive. Thus, the trivial steady state is always stable, just616
as it was in the core bistable model. Also as in the core bistable model,617
the characteristic polynomial in the absence of leaky gene expression has a618
factor of (λ + k5), so the direct dephosphorylation of PSmad2 [reaction (5)]619
is essential in the full model as well.620
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In order to gauge the importance of Lefty in the cell-autonomous dynam-621
ics, we considered the response of a cell to the initial extracellular Nodal and622
Lefty concentrations starting from initial conditions where all the other vari-623
ables were set to zero. This is intended to mimic an in vitro experiment in624
which a cell culture (possibly a cell suspension) initially near the low-Nodal625
steady state is injected with some mixture of Nodal and Lefty at t = 0. It626
is not intended to directly model the situation in an embryo, in which cell-627
cell communication via extracellular Nodal and Lefty is important. These628
numerical experiments should nevertheless give an indication of the sensitiv-629
ity of cells to the extracellular Nodal and Lefty concentrations, even if the630
diagrams do not directly reflect the behavior of the cells in a tissue. The dif-631
ferential equations were integrated using the Matlab stiff integrator ode15s632
until a steady state was reached. By golden-section search, we located the633
boundary between the two basins of attraction in the plane of initial Ne and634
Le concentrations. The sensitivity of the results to the numerical tolerances635
was verified and found to be negligible. Figure 6 shows these basins for the636
parameters of Table 2. Even at zero initial [Le], it takes quite a large initial637
Nodal concentration to push the cells to the high-Nodal steady state. For638
perspective, the steady-state value of [Ne] in the high-Nodal state is 0.025639
at these parameters, about tenfold lower than the concentration of Nodal640
required to converge to the high steady-state. The value of [Ne]0 required to641
reach the high-Nodal steady state is very sensitive to the value of k1. Dou-642
bling this value substantially decreases the threshold, and makes the system643
much less sensitive to the initial Lefty concentration (Fig. 7).644
We included reactions (14) and (17) to verify the robustness of the model645
results to leaky gene expression. To study this issue, we varied the values646
of k14 and k17 independently, each from 10
−5 to 100. When we increase647
k14, the rate constant for leaky gene expression from the nodal gene, the648
Nodal concentrations increase in both stable steady states, but decrease in649
the unstable steady state (Fig. 8). Consequently, there is a saddle-node650
bifurcation involving the low-Nodal branch near k14 = 9.90×10−3, with only651
the high-Nodal steady state surviving for larger values of k14. The value of k14652
at the saddle-node point represents a small leak, but not an insignificant one,653
corresponding to approximately 0.05% of the value of k13, the rate constant654
associated with nodal expression under the control of the transcription factor655
[reaction (13)]. At least for the parameters studied here, the ability of the656
Nodal-Lefty system to generate two stable steady states therefore depends657
on the Nodal gene promoter being stringently controlled by its transcription658
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Table 2: Default parameter values used in this study
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Ligand-receptor kinetics Transcriptional control
k1 0.1 k9 1.0
k−1 0.24 k−9 8.0
k2 2.0 k10 1.0
k−2 0.1 k11 0.1
k3 1.0 k12 1.0
k−3 1.0 k−12 1.0
k4 0.1 k13 20.0
k−4 0.1 k14 1.0× 10−5
k5 0.1 k15 1.0
k6 0.1 k−15 1.0
k−6 0.1 k16 15.0
k7 0.1 k17 1.0× 10−5
k−7 0.1
k8 1.0 Conserved quantities
k−8 0.1 S2 20.0
S4 10.0
Protein degradation RT 1.0
k18 0.1 GNT 0.01
k19 0.1 GLT 0.01
k20 10.0
k21 10.0
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Figure 6: Basins of attraction of the two stable steady states in the space of initial Nodal
and Lefty concentrations, all other initial concentrations being set to zero, using the pa-
rameters of Table 2.
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Figure 7: Basins of attraction of the two stable steady states in the space of initial Nodal
and Lefty concentrations using the parameters of Table 2, except k1 = 0.2.
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Figure 8: Bifurcation diagram varying k14, with the other parameters set as in Table 2.
This diagram was computed using the symbolic algebra system Maple.
factor.659
Varying k17 eventually results in a saddle-node bifurcation that destroys660
the high-Nodal and unstable steady states (results not shown). The saddle-661
node bifurcation occurs at k17 ≈ 0.028, or about 0.2% of k16, the rate con-662
stant for lefty expression under the control of the transcription factor [re-663
action (16)]. Over a wide range of k17 values preceding this bifurcation,664
the Nodal concentration at the three steady states varies weakly. For ex-665
ample, from k17 = 10
−5 to 10−3, a hundredfold increase in this rate con-666
stant, the Nodal concentration in the high-Nodal steady state decreases from667
2.534 × 10−2 to 2.520 × 10−2. The overall control system is therefore more668
robust to leaky expression of lefty than to leaky expression of nodal.669
We now consider a mutant that has an intact signaling system, and is670
thus able to respond to externally provided Lefty, but that is unable to671
produce Lefty itself. Again note that our numerical experiment corresponds672
to delivering an initial bolus of Nodal and Lefty to the cells, and allowing673
them to evolve autonomously from that point on. The basins of attraction674
of the two steady states with respect to the initial external concentrations675
of Lefty and Nodal for this mutant are shown in Fig. 9. Comparing the676
mutant of Fig. 9 to the “wild type” of Fig. 6, we see that the behavior is677
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Figure 9: Basins of attraction of the two stable steady states in the space of initial Nodal
and Lefty concentrations for a mutant that is unable to produce Lefty, but is otherwise
intact. For this calculation, the parameters of Table 2 were used except for k16 = k17 = 0.
qualitatively the same. The Lefty knock-out mutant however requires a lower678
[Ne]0 to reach the high-Nodal steady state at any initial Lefty concentration,679
as might be expected given that it does not itself produce the inhibitor.680
Another interesting mutant, particularly given the experimental study of681
Rogers et al. (2017) showing that co-control of nodal and lefty expression is682
dispensable for normal development, is one in which lefty is constitutively683
expressed. Our model includes mutants constitutively expressing lefty as a684
special case by setting k15 = 0. Reaction (17), which does not depend on685
the activation of the Lefty gene by the Nodal signaling pathway, then allows686
for constitutive expression of lefty. Figure 10 shows the behavior of such a687
mutant, varying the rate constant for constitutive expression. The system688
can tolerate moderately high levels of constitutive expression of lefty and689
still maintain bistability. Thus, as was found experimentally by Rogers et al.690
(2017), the possibility of maintaining two developmental domains, left and691
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Figure 10: Bifurcation diagram for the study of a mutant constitutively expressing lefty.
For this mutant, k15 = 0, turning off expression under the control of the inducible pro-
moter, and other parameters are set as in Table 2. Varying k17 then corresponds to varying
the rate of constitutive expression.
right, does not strictly depend on the control of lefty expression by Nodal,692
provided some other mechanism can set appropriate initial conditions for the693
Nodal subsystem. We offer some thoughts on this point in the discussion.694
In developmental systems, we also have to allow for the possibility that the695
kinetic parameters are themselves variable in time or space, as gene expres-696
sion is typically regulated by pathways whose activation changes with time697
or in different spatial contexts. For example, the binding of a transcription698
factor at a gene promoter could be modulated by epigenetic modification of699
histones or by the binding of other factors at or near the promoter, modifying700
the promoter’s activity. A very detailed model could include such reactions701
explicitly. To get a sense of the effects of such modifications, we can also just702
vary the the rate constant for binding of a transcription factor to a promoter.703
(An argument could also be made for capturing these effects by varying the704
instantaneous gene dosage, e.g. GNT or GLT in this model.) For example,705
we could vary the rate constant for binding of the transcription factor in706
this model at the lefty promoter, k15. Figure 11 shows the results of such a707
calculation. As might have been guessed, if induction of the lefty gene is too708
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Figure 11: Bifurcation diagram with respect to k15, the rate constant for binding of the
transcription factor to the lefty promoter, for the parameters of Table 2. Both [Ne] [panel
(a)] and [Le] [panel (b)] as a function of the parameter are shown.
strong, a saddle-node bifurcation destroys the high-Nodal/high-Lefty steady709
state. Thus, epigenetic modifications or activators that favor transcription710
of lefty can shut down the Nodal signaling pathway. On the other hand,711
if Nodal is needed but not Lefty in some particular developmental context,712
inhibitory histone modifications or the binding of repressors to the promoter,713
either of which could be represented by a decreased value of k15, will leave714
the bistability of the Nodal subsystem intact while shutting down expression715
of lefty.716
5.3. Inhibition mechanisms compared717
The competition between Nodal and Lefty to bind at the Nodal receptor718
is well known. The uncompetitive inhibition by intracellular Lefty on the719
other hand has only been reported in a single study, to our knowledge (Ulloa720
and Tabibzadeh, 2001). Assuming that the latter mode of inhibition does721
indeed operate in mice, what effect does it have compared to the competitive722
inhibition by Le?723
Our original parameters (Table 2) are ill-suited to study this question724
because competitive inhibition by extracellular Lefty dominates over the al-725
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Table 3: Inhibition-balanced parameter set. Only the parameters that differ from those
given in Table 2 are shown here.
Parameter Value
k2 5
k7 1.0
k−7 1.0
k8 250.0
k19 1.5
k21 0.1
ternative uncompetitive inhibition control mechanism. Thus, we developed726
a second set of parameters that is balanced in the following sense: First, the727
intracellular and extracellular Lefty concentrations in the high-Nodal steady728
state are similar (within 10% of each other). Second, the concentrations729
of the two inhibited complexes are also similar in the high-Nodal steady730
state. The differences between our default parameters and this “inhibition-731
balanced” parameter set are given in Table 3. These parameters allow us to732
compare the two inhibition channels on a roughly equal footing.733
We use two different, complementary methods to study the dynamical734
effects of inhibition. In one set of calculations, we compute bifurcation dia-735
grams with respect to k15, the rate constant for binding of the transcription736
factor at the lefty promoter. This will modulate the overall amount of Lefty737
protein, and thus the importance of inhibition. In our second set of calcula-738
tions, we compute basins of attraction for the two steady states as we did in739
the previous section. This will tell us how sensitive the final state is to the740
Lefty concentration.741
Figure 12 shows the results of the two calculations described above for742
the parameters of Table 3. Qualitatively, these results are quite similar to743
those shown in Figs. 6 and 11. Thus, the new parameter set, while quite744
differently balanced than our previous set of parameters, does not change745
the behavior of the model in any significant way.746
Figure 12 provides a baseline for a pair of numerical experiments in which747
we inactivate each of the inhibition pathways in turn. Fig. 13 shows the re-748
sults of turning off the uncompetitive pathway by setting k8 = 0. Although749
there are some quantitative differences between Figs. 12 and 13, the results750
are very similar. This suggests immediately that competitive inhibition by751
extracellular Lefty is more effective than uncompetitive inhibition by intra-752
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Figure 12: (a) Bifurcation diagram with respect to the rate constant for binding of the
transcription factor to the lefty promoter, k15, and (b) basins of attraction of the two stable
steady states with respect to the initial extracellular Nodal and Lefty concentrations for
the parameters of Table 3.
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Figure 13: (a) Bifurcation diagram with respect to k15, and (b) basins of attraction of the
two stable steady states using the same parameters as in Fig. 12, except k8 = 0, turning
off the uncompetitive inhibition pathway involving internalized Lefty.
cellular Lefty.753
This tentative conclusion is reinforced by looking at what happens when754
competitive inhibition is turned off (k2 = 0) and only uncompetitive inhibi-755
tion remains. Comparing Figs. 13(a) and 14(a), we see that a much larger756
value of k15 is required to reach the saddle-node bifurcation if only uncompet-757
itive inhibition is active than if the system relies exclusively on competitive758
inhibition. More strikingly, the basin boundary becomes more nearly verti-759
cal in this case [Fig. 14(b)], indicating that the system is almost completely760
insensitive to Lefty in this regime. It is possible that there are parts of param-761
eter space where uncompetitive inhibition is more effective, but our results762
to date suggest that uncompetitive inhibition, if it occurs at all, exerts very763
poor control over Nodal expression.764
5.4. Other dynamical behaviors765
The critical fragment of the minimal bistable (Nodal-only) model (Fig. 4766
with ν = 2) of course persists in the larger Nodal-Lefty model, where it is767
now a critical fragment or order k < r, r the rank of the full model. Thus the768
larger model meets a necessary condition for an Andronov-Hopf bifurcation769
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Figure 14: (a) Bifurcation diagram with respect to k15, and (b) basins of attraction of the
two stable steady states using the same parameters as in Fig. 12, except k2 = 0, turning
off competitive inhibition by extracellular Lefty.
(Mincheva and Roussel, 2007). We have in fact found two distinct Andronov-770
Hopf bifurcation scenarios, described below.771
The first scenario is a conventional supercritical Andronov-Hopf bifur-772
cation (Fig. 15). Limit cycles are observed only over a narrow range of k2773
values in this parameter regime, with the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation found774
near k2 = 857.34, and the limit cycle suddenly disappearing near k2 = 863.37775
in a homoclinic bifurcation. (See Fig. 16 showing the characteristic diver-776
gence of the period as the bifurcation is approached.)777
The oscillations observed in this regime are competitive binding oscil-778
lations (Ngo and Roussel, 1997), and can be understood with reference to779
Fig. 17. For the parameters where these oscillations are observed, binding of780
Lefty to the receptor is very strong, so the concentration of the complex RX781
is large. Moreover, the receptor holds most of the Lefty protein at any given782
time. When [RA] is small, Lefty and Nodal are synthesized at a negligible783
rate. Slow release of Lefty from the receptor, and relatively slow degradation784
kinetics mean that the concentration of Lefty, and thus of RX, decays slowly.785
Nodal decays more rapidly, but not so rapidly as to be completely depleted786
during a cycle. The concentration of RX eventually drops sufficiently to allow787
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Figure 15: Bifurcation diagram obtained with the parameters of Table 2, with the following
changes: k1 = 1, k12 = 2. Solid curves represent stable steady states, dotted curves are
unstable steady states, and filled circles are the minima and maxima of stable limit cycles.
Note the logarithmic scale of the ordinate.
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Figure 16: Frequency of the limit cycle over its range of existence corresponding to the
bifurcation diagram of Fig. 15.
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Figure 17: Key variables shown over one full cycle of oscillations for the parameters of
Fig. 15, with k2 = 862.
Nodal to bind to its receptor, leading to synthesis of Nodal and Lefty. The788
autocatalytic nature of the Nodal synthetic system causes a rapid increase789
in Nodal, and thus in [RA]. Because of the high rate constant for binding of790
Lefty to the receptor, the synthesis pathway is however rapidly shut down,791
returning the system to the state dominated by decay of the Nodal and Lefty792
concentrations.793
In the second scenario, a subcritical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation occurs794
near k2 = 20.059 (Fig. 18). An unstable limit cycle emerges to the left of the795
bifurcation point. To the right of the bifurcation point, the upper branch of796
steady states loses stability. The upper and middle branches of steady states797
eventually annihilate in a saddle-node bifurcation near k2 = 22.354.798
The behavior near the subcritical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation is shown in799
a series of phase portraits shown in Fig. 19. For k2 below the bifurcation800
(e.g. k2 = 19.1 and 19.28), the unstable manifold of the saddle point consists801
of two heteroclinic orbits that respectively reach the low- and high-Nodal802
steady states, the latter being a stable focus at these parameters. Trajecto-803
ries started from sufficiently large [Ne] will typically loop around the basin of804
attraction of the stable focus, and terminate at the low-Nodal steady state.805
At k2 ≈ 19.290, a homoclinic bifurcation occurs, creating a closed orbit. For806
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Figure 18: Bifurcation diagram varying k2 with k12 = 2 and other parameters set as in
Table 2. Solid lines represent stable steady states, dotted lines unstable steady states, and
open circles the minimum and maximum values of unstable limit cycles. The inset shows
the diagram over a wider range of k2 values, with the unstable limit cycles omitted for
clarity.
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Figure 19: Phase portraits corresponding to several points in the bifurcation diagram
presented in Fig. 18. Solid dots mark the stable equilibria, while open circles mark the
unstable equilibria. Arrows show the direction of motion along the trajectories, with
different trajectories distinguished by color. The gold-colored curve at k2 = 19.1 was
started from [Ne] = 0.06, outside the frame of the figure. This trajectory approaches
the saddle point, then makes an excursion all the way around the basin of attraction of
the stable focus, briefly exiting the frame, and finally approaches the low-Nodal steady
state. At k2 = 19.29, the closed dotted curve is a homoclinic orbit connecting the unstable
equilibrium point to itself, while at k2 = 19.62, the closed dotted curve is an unstable limit
cycle.
larger values of k2 (e.g. k2 = 19.62), this closed orbit detaches from the sad-807
dle point and becomes an unstable limit cycle. The limit cycle decreases in808
size as k2 increases, its radius going to zero at the Andronov-Hopf bifurca-809
tion. Thereafter (e.g. at k2 = 21.1), the high-Nodal steady state becomes an810
unstable focus. The final panel of Fig. 19 shows trajectories in the vicinity811
of the steady states just before the two unstable steady states collide at the812
saddle-node bifurcation.813
The two bifurcation diagrams shown in Figs. 15 and 18 differ only in814
their values of k1. We can see the connection between them by computing815
a phase diagram showing the bifurcation curves in parameter space, pre-816
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Figure 20: Phase diagram for the parameters of Figs. 15 and 18. The inset shows the
phase diagram computed over a wider range of parameter values.
sented in Fig. 20. The Andronov-Hopf bifurcation curve connects the two817
points in the (k2, k1) plane corresponding to the Andronov-Hopf bifurcations818
in Figs. 15 and 18, roughly (857.34, 1) and (20.06, 0.1), respectively. Near819
(284.67, 0.482), the bifurcation changes from a subcritical to a supercriti-820
cal Andronov-Hopf bifurcation. Bistability occurs at parameter sets that lie821
above both the Andronov-Hopf and saddle-node bifurcation curves. Below822
the saddle-node curve, only the low-Nodal steady state exists. Between the823
Andronov-Hopf and saddle-node curves, the system has two unstable and one824
stable steady state. The two bifurcation curves meet at a Takens-Bogdanov825
point. A homoclinic bifurcation curve also emanates from this point, but it826
lies so near the Andronov-Hopf curve that the two cannot be distinguished827
on the scale of this figure.828
6. Discussion and conclusions829
6.1. Summary of results and conclusions830
We have seen that Nodal alone is sufficient for bistability in a single cell831
governed by the biochemical network described in section 2. From the anal-832
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ysis of section 4.3, we can identify the key reactions that generate bistability833
in this model:834
1. Nodal binds to the receptor, activating its kinase domain.835
2. Smad2 is phosphorylated by RA.836
3. Two units of PSmad2 form a complex with transcription-factor activity.837
Note that neither the binding of the PSmad2 dimer to Smad4 assumed838
in this model, nor the binding of the heterotrimer to FoxH1 which we839
did not consider, are dynamically necessary to generate bistability.840
4. The transcription factor activates the nodal gene.841
5. Active Nodal protein is produced.842
These are the core elements for bistability around which a model for the devel-843
opment of left-right asymmetry can be built. Other reactions may be required844
for structural stability, such as the direct dephosphorylation of PSmad2 [re-845
action (5)], but the key dynamical elements are those enumerated above.846
We have focused on the bistable case because, in the absence of spatial847
variation in parameters, bistability provides necessary (but not sufficient)848
conditions for wave propagation. Moreover, a reaction mechanism that con-849
tains a critical fragment making bistability possible also meets a necessary850
condition for Turing patterning (Mincheva and Roussel, 2006).851
Given the Hill-function kinetics assumed by Middleton et al. (2013), as852
well as the saturable kinetics for Smad2 phosphorylation in both their model853
and ours, one can ask whether saturability of any of the reactions in the854
model is critical. We found in section 4.3 that the model maintains a bistable855
regime even if we eliminate all sources of saturability. We reached these con-856
clusions in part using a graph-theoretical method (Mincheva and Roussel,857
2007), which often enabled us to determine that the network retained the key858
ingredients for bistability without doing any calculations beyond the initial859
identification of the critical fragment. We did find that eliminating satura-860
bility at the promoter tended to decrease the size of the basin of attraction of861
the low-Nodal steady state, so saturability remains important quantitatively,862
even though it is not critical to the qualitative behavior.863
In order for different developmental fates to be selectable, the steady864
states corresponding to different fates must each have reasonably large basins865
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of attraction, and the system needs to be responsive to each important mor-866
phogen. Thus, the case shown in Fig. 6 is ideal: with a basin boundary that867
runs near the line [Le]0 = [Ne]0 provided [Le]0 is not too small, the system will868
tend to reach the high-Nodal steady state when Nodal is in excess, and the869
low-Nodal state when Lefty is in excess. This makes steady state selection870
a relatively simple matter, roughly speaking because we have two “control871
knobs” that allow us to direct the system towards a desired steady state. On872
the other hand, the case shown in Fig. 7 makes for a much more difficult de-873
velopmental fate selection problem: to reach the low-Nodal state, the Nodal874
concentration has to be carefully controlled because of the narrow basin of875
attraction of this state; moreover, Lefty is ineffective except at relatively low876
Nodal concentrations because of the steepness of the basin boundary. We877
note in passing that we have seen even steeper boundaries in some of our878
calculations, such as in Fig 14(b). While the basin calculations carried out879
here do not directly reflect what happens during normal development, they880
do suggest one possible role for Lefty, namely to facilitate the selection of a881
steady state given a particular history of a region of the developing tissue,882
and a particular context created by the surrounding cells.883
At least for the parameter regions explored here, uncompetitive inhibi-884
tion by intracellular Lefty alone, even when the parameters are tuned to885
increase the importance of the uncompetitive pathway, results in a system886
that is strikingly insensitive to Lefty (Fig. 14). We included uncompetitive887
inhibition in this model based on the experiments of Ulloa and Tabibzadeh888
(2001) with cultured cells which, to our knowledge, have not been replicated.889
Because negative results are seldom published, it may be that the result is890
simply irreproducible in other cell types and/or in embryos. However, there891
are two other possibilities to consider, one of which is that we may simply be892
exploring the wrong parameter regime. Given the number of parameters of893
the model, some doubt on this point may always remain. The other possi-894
bility is that intracellular Lefty really does inhibit the kinase activity of the895
Nodal receptor, but that because of the insensitivity of Nodal signaling to896
this intracellular inhibition, it has no real effect in vivo. If so, one has to won-897
der whether the intracellular uncompetitive inhibition is a simple side-effect898
of some other process involving Lefty since it would be difficult to imagine899
that evolution would maintain this function of Lefty otherwise. Tentatively,900
we conclude that the key mechanism for feedback inhibition by Lefty is the901
competitive inhibition at the extracellular binding site of the receptor. This902
agrees with the study of Middleton et al. (2013), who examined the alter-903
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native possibility suggested by Chen and Shen (2004) that Lefty and Nodal904
form an inhibitory complex, and found that the latter mode of inhibition re-905
quired very particular biochemical conditions which were unlikely to prevail906
in practice.907
Our results also show that the existence of the bistable regime in our908
model depends on tight control of nodal expression. This requires both that909
the nodal gene have a very low level of expression in the absence of the910
appropriate transcription factor, and that the accidental assembly of nodal911
transcription factors on the right-hand side of the embryo be a rare event.912
The latter is hardly guaranteed given the large number of developmental913
pathways in which all of the components, particularly the Smads (Hill, 2016)914
and Nodal, participate (Schier, 2003). It may well be that some of the915
additional factors not included in our model, notably Nodal antagonists of916
the Cerberus/DAN family, including Cerl (Schier, 2003), are required at least917
in part to minimize leaky expression of nodal.918
6.2. Scenarios for left-right patterning919
The model studied here displays bistability over a wide range of param-920
eters, which should support left-right pattern formation. Middleton et al.921
(2013) have suggested that pattern formation in a very similar model to ours922
arises by “wave pinning”. Wave pinning has been used to describe a vari-923
ety of different dynamical phenomena. Historically, wave pinning was mostly924
used to describe the attachment of a wave to inhomogeneities in a medium or925
to defects in the container, a usage that goes back at least to the early 1990s926
(Nettesheim et al., 1993; Ba¨r et al., 1994). Matthies and Wayne (2006) have927
used the term wave pinning in the closely related sense of propagation failure928
in an inhomogeneous medium. In the work of Mori et al. (2008), wave pin-929
ning is a phenomenon in which wave propagation stalls due to the exhaustion930
of a diffusible, nonrenewable precursor. Leaving aside attachment of a wave931
to a defect, what the latter two quite different mechanisms for wave pinning932
have in common is that the distance the wave travels before pinning is pre-933
dictable. In the case of propagation failure in an inhomogeneous medium,934
the spatial profile of the inhomogeneities determines the distance of travel,935
while in the systems studied by Mori et al. (2008), exhaustion of the precur-936
sor causes the wave to stop. Neither of these is the mechanism associated937
with the halting of wave propagation in the Middleton et al. (2013) model.938
Rather, Middleton et al. (2013) observe wave propagation failure associated939
with the discreteness (i.e. cellularity) of the space (Keener, 1987). This is940
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quite different than situations typically described using the term wave pin-941
ning, since the location where the wave stops can depend in a complicated942
way on the initial conditions and history of the system (Fa´th and Doman´ski,943
1999). From a developmental perspective, this mechanism for generating two944
distinct domains would seem to lack robustness, although this issue has not,945
to our knowledge, been carefully studied.946
The history dependence of propagation failure may nevertheless allow this947
mechanism to be effective in developing the left-right pattern as it makes fu-948
ture pattern formation dependent on past developmental events. A suitable949
pre-pattern may therefore provide both the initial conditions and precondi-950
tions for predictable stopping required. Propagation failure is not the only951
tenable mechanism for pattern formation that depends on pre-patterning.952
Wave pinning by spatially inhomogeneous parameters similarly depends on953
pre-patterning. (But note that we do not know if the wave would become954
unpinned once the pre-pattern dissipates.)955
At the stage at which Nodal and Lefty become active in left-right pat-956
terning, the embryo is not a featureless body. Among other things, there is957
a distinct midline which is known to play an important role in separating958
the left and right sides of the embryo (Shiratori and Hamada, 2006). Specifi-959
cally, Lefty1 is expressed in the midline and acts as a barrier to spread of the960
high-Nodal state into the right side of the embryo (Meno et al., 1998). More-961
over, the lefty1 gene is expressed slightly earlier than lefty2. The midline962
clearly behaves differently than the surrounding tissue, presumably due to963
its own developmental history, i.e. pre-patterning of the midline establishes964
conditions for the confinement of the high-Nodal state to the left. The nodal -965
lefty2 feedback loop would then play a smaller role in left-right patterning,966
contrary to the assumption of the Turing model (Juan and Hamada, 2001;967
Nakamura et al., 2006; Mu¨ller et al., 2012), but in accordance with the recent968
experimental results of Rogers et al. (2017).969
As was recognized by Turing (1952), Turing patterns are also history-970
dependent as the Turing instability, in the absence of a clear initial asymme-971
try, can equally well result in the normal placement (situs solitus) as in the972
inverted placement (situs inversus) of the left and right domains. The initial973
conditions, i.e. the developmental history of the embryo, are critical to the974
reproducible placement of the organs. Whether the critical pre-patterning975
event is the cilia-driven nodal flow (Spe´der et al., 2007) or the prior synthe-976
sis of the Nodal antagonist Cerl (or another protein of the Cerberus/DAN977
family) on the right side of the embryo (Kawasumi et al., 2011) [which has978
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itself been the subject of modeling (Nakamura et al., 2012)] is a matter for979
further research.980
Regarding the experiments of Rogers et al. (2017) mentioned above, it981
should be mentioned that these results were obtained in zebrafish. It will be982
interesting to know if they can be replicated in other organisms, especially in983
mammals. In the meantime, a spatio-temporal version of the present model984
could be used to explore various scenarios for pattern formation, with and985
without involvement of the midline as a distinct structure, with and without986
nodal -lefty feedback, etc.987
6.3. Future model development988
The present model leaves out many interesting biochemical details whose989
exact roles are not well understood. Rather than present a laundry list of990
potential extensions, we focus here on a few that we think are particularly991
interesting, in addition to the issues surrounding the role of the midline and992
of Cerl mentioned above.993
Reactions (1) to (4) of the model are a cartoon, as the receptor dynam-994
ics are much more interesting. An EGF-CFC coreceptor (Cripto or related995
proteins) binds Nodal first (Shiratori and Hamada, 2014). Cripto assists the996
binding of Nodal to the type I receptor (Acvr1b) (Sakuma et al., 2002; Schier,997
2003) with subsequent addition of the type II receptor (Acvr2a or Acvr2b) to998
the complex (Reissmann et al., 2001; Schier, 2009). Acvr2a/b phosphorylates999
Acvr1b, activating the latter as a kinase for the R-Smads. The R-Smads are1000
activated by phosphorylation at two serine residues by the Acvr1b kinase1001
(Souchelnytskyi et al., 1997). The receptors are eventually internalized and1002
recycled (Constam, 2009; Wei and Wang, 2018). These interactions are re-1003
plete with nonlinearities, any of which might enhance the tendency of this1004
network to generate bistability, or significantly shift the basins of attraction1005
of the two steady states, among other possibilities.1006
As a byproduct of elaborating the receptor model, we would be able to1007
correctly model the mechanism of inhibition of Nodal signaling by Lefty.1008
The weight of evidence suggests that Lefty does not bind to the Activin1009
receptors, but to the coreceptor Cripto (Cheng et al., 2004; Chen and Shen,1010
2004; Branford and Yost, 2004), although there is not unanimity on this point1011
(Sakuma et al., 2002; Shiratori and Hamada, 2014). There is no reason to1012
believe that this subtlety would have a major effect on the behavior of a model1013
of left-right development. Nevertheless, it would be preferable to model the1014
mechanism of inhibition realistically as this may affect the behavior of more1015
50
complex models that take into account the cross-talk between various TGF-β1016
signals.1017
Processing of the Nodal precursor and subsequent dimerization is essential1018
for Nodal function (Le Good et al., 2005; Constam, 2009; Tessadori et al.,1019
2015). Interestingly, Cripto is likely involved in these steps as well (Blanchet1020
et al., 2008; Constam, 2009). These steps are particularly interesting in that1021
the bimolecular dimerization step might increase the order of the feedback in1022
the autocatalytic loop. It is not impossible that considering dimerization of1023
Nodal might allow bistability with a single Smad2 in the transcription factor1024
complex. The plausibility of this biochemical hypothesis could be studied1025
using a critical fragment analysis of a model built for the purpose.1026
DRAP1 has paradoxical roles in the control of the Nodal-Lefty system1027
(Iratni et al., 2002): It binds FoxH1, preventing it from binding DNA. This1028
function of DRAP1 should reduce the levels of both Nodal and Lefty2 expres-1029
sion. On the other hand, DRAP1 also seems to be required for Lefty2 expres-1030
sion. Developing models that account for these observations may help direct1031
experimental investigations. Moreover, the complex regulatory interactions1032
between Nodal, Lefty2 and DRAP1 implied by the foregoing observations1033
suggest a dynamically interesting role for DRAP1.1034
Paradoxically, while there is a great deal of biochemistry yet to be added1035
to the model, it may be that the greatest gains come from a rigorous sim-1036
plification of the model. If the dynamics can be reduced to two or three1037
variables, powerful analytic tools can be applied to fully understand the be-1038
havior in time and space. Some of our results suggest possible reductions,1039
e.g. the reduction of reactions (3) and (4) to a simple bimolecular process. A1040
combination of rigorous model simplification and of the judicious addition of1041
interesting biochemical interactions will likely prove to be a fruitful approach,1042
especially for the study of the spatio-temporal development of asymmetry.1043
6.4. Concluding comments1044
We now have a model built entirely from realistic chemical reactions that1045
displays bistability across a wide range of parameters. Our model supports a1046
transcription factor stoichiometry that includes two molecules of phosphory-1047
lated Smad2, as suggested by Inman and Hill (2002) and by Hill (2016). Our1048
modeling results suggest that there is no role for uncompetitive inhibition by1049
internalized Lefty2, contrary to the study of Ulloa and Tabibzadeh (2001).1050
Finally, our work suggests that Lefty2 might play a role in facilitating the1051
51
selection of a steady state, but not in the basic mechanism of bistability,1052
which is consistent with the recent study of Rogers et al. (2017).1053
The latter finding is intriguing. What is the dynamical role, or roles, of1054
Lefty? Steady-state selection is certainly one possible role. It is also likely1055
that Lefty is required for pattern formation by the usual long-range inhibition1056
mechanism (Meinhardt and Gierer, 2000; Sakuma et al., 2002), although1057
recent experimental evidence in zebrafish suggests otherwise (Rogers et al.,1058
2017). Does Lefty mostly tune the level of Nodal, as suggested by Rogers1059
et al. (2017)? Or does it play a kinetic role, for instance by reducing the1060
time required to reach the steady state, as has been seen in other systems1061
with negative feedback (Rosenfeld et al., 2002)? Unraveling these questions1062
will require a combination of theoretical and experimental studies.1063
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